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Abstract 
 
Social background directly impacts educational choice and attainment, but also influences choice 
and attainment indirectly by affecting school performance. Boudon (1974) described this 
relationship as primary (indirect) and secondary (direct) effects of social stratification. Based on this 
approach and Mare’s sequential transition model, we decompose this impact to analyze these 
effects’ relative importance at various stages over the school career. Using Dutch panel data of three 
school cohorts, we can assess whether primary and secondary effects’ relative importance has been 
stable over time. We use different statistical methods to assess the results’ robustness. 
 Our findings show secondary effects have a decreasing impact at the first transition over time 
but a rather stable and in some cases increasing impact at the educational career’s later stages. As a 
result, the cumulative share of secondary effects on educational attainment is stable over time, at 
least if one examines the last two cohorts. When using ordinary least squares (OLS) or 
counterfactual models, secondary effects amount to some 55% of social background’s total effect. 
However, using structural equation modeling that allows for taking into account measurement error 
in performance tests and social background, secondary effects’ relative importance amounts to some 
45%. This result suggests method does matter for numerical closeness. Nevertheless, the findings of 
all models used in this study point in the same direction and suggest that preferences and 
expectations of aspiring higher educational levels remain strongly associated with social 
background. 
 
JEL classification: C12, I21, I24 
Keywords: Hypothesis Testing, Schooling, Education, Inequality 
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1 Introduction 
 
Research has found a strong relationship exists between the parent’s social status and the offspring’s 
educational achievement (e.g., Bourdieu, 1973; Mare, 1981; Shavit and Blossfeld, 1993). A child’s 
social background directly impacts available educational choice and attainment but also indirectly 
influences choices and attainment by affecting pre-school cognitive-skills development as well as 
subsequent school performance. Boudon (1974) described this relationship as primary (indirect) and 
secondary (direct) effects of social stratification, as they explain inequality of educational 
opportunity (IEO) across social strata. Thus, throughout the educational career, primary effects 
reflect differences in performance at a given point, and secondary effects reflect differences in 
choices made at different branches or transition points. In Boudon’s model, primary effects occur at 
the first transition, for example, the transition from primary to secondary education but not at later 
transitions. At the first transition, primary effects clearly outweigh secondary ones. At later 
transitions, however, secondary effects continue exerting influence. The cumulative effect of these 
differential choices may well outweigh performance’s differential effects if enough branches 
occurred, necessitating numerous such choices. 
Mare (1979, 1980, 1981) has taken this notion a step further and developed a model that 
considers sequential transitions from compulsory until tertiary education, conditional on choices 
made at previous stages of the educational career. At each stage, the probability of entering or 
leaving the next higher educational level is dependent on the social background. Moreover, Mare 
(1981) adds an important aspect by explicitly distinguishing between two - possibly offsetting - 
trends in IEO. One concerns changes in transition probabilities: IEO has declined, as a result of 
educational expansion, leading to higher transition rates of all social classes but more rapidly for the 
lower than for the higher classes (due to ceiling effects). The other trend is social background’s 
effect on transition probabilities, which may decrease or increase over time. Failing to properly 
distinguish this tendency in the statistical model may obscure these two different trends. Mare 
demonstrates the logistic response model adequately captures the “true” socioeconomic effect, while 
the linear model combines the two effects, noting: “No model or measure is the best or correct way 
to represent [IEO]” (Mare 1981:83), but the two do imply distinct conceptions of inequality. The 
linear model focuses more on absolute changes in IEO, for example, by showing that the lower 
classes’ transition probabilities have greatly expanded. The logistic model concentrates on relative 
chances, showing, for example, that for the few students who have not made this transition, 
probability has become more dependent on social background. 
Both Boudon’s and Mare’s publications have been very influential in IEO research. Several 
studies have examined IEO changes over time (e.g., De Graaf and Ganzeboom 1993; Jackson, 
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Erikson, Goldthorpe, and Meir 2007; Raftery and Hout 1993; Schindler and Reimer 2010) or IEO 
differences across countries (Blossfeld and Shavit 1993). With few exceptions, however, most work 
has concentrated on one transition only. For example, Erikson et al. (2005), Jackson et al. (2007), 
Kloosterman et al. (2009), and Schindler and Reimer (2010) applied a counterfactual model to 
analyze the relationship among social background, school performance, and educational attainment 
at one specific transition in the educational career. While Erikson and Jonsson (1996) do estimate 
the transition probability for different transitions (the transition to higher secondary and university 
education) in Sweden, they do not explicitly examine these tracks’ completion rates. Such a focus 
thus limits our analysis to Boudon’s claim that secondary effects resume their importance at later 
transitions, and whether or not primary and secondary effects’ relative importance varies at different 
transition and completion stages during the educational career. 
Moreover, almost all authors use only one statistical method to assess primary and secondary 
effects’ relative contributions and – even more important – do not clearly outline their model’s 
assumptions and the implications it has for measuring either primary and secondary effects’ relative 
weight or IEO. 
Therefore, in this paper, we aim to shed more light on two issues. First, we decompose both 
primary and secondary effects to estimate their relative importance at an educational career’s various 
stages in the Netherlands over a 25-year period. We explicitly distinguish between four stages of 
said educational career: transitioning from primary to secondary education tracks, completing the 
secondary track, transitioning from secondary to post-secondary education tracks, and completing 
the post-secondary track. As far as we know, with the exception of Mare’s, no study has 
systematically explored these stages’ completion. Previous studies on the second transition ignore 
the fact that this results from two different processes: successfully completing a previous track and 
choosing a post-secondary track. We cannot take for granted that merely choosing a secondary 
educational academic track will automatically lead to its successful completion. Moreover, the 
factors affecting completing a track may be quite different from those affecting its choice, for the 
former can be a function of performance and thus related to primary effects, while the latter can be a 
function of secondary effects. 
Second, we systematically apply and compare different statistical methods. Two of these 
methods are commonly used: the counterfactual model and the linear regression model. We explore 
these models’ basic assumptions and relate them to different IEO concepts. Next to these two 
models, we apply structural equation modeling, which offers as an attractive feature in that it 
explicitly separates structural relations between variables from the measurement model. This is 
important, because the way previous studies have estimated secondary effects’ relative weight 
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depends on a precise measurement of both performance and social background. Any noise in these 
measures will underestimate social background’s total effect and bias the relative weight of 
secondary effects. Such biases can lead to the wrong policy implications. If policy makers want to 
reduce IEO, they need to know how strong the effect is and whether social class differentials are 
primarily performance-related or choice-related. 
We use panel data from three large school cohort surveys from Statistics Netherlands that 
provide information about students’ social background and cognitive skills at the beginning of 
secondary education and, on an annual basis, their school progress until the end of formal education. 
The data allow for a 25-year-long observation period, covering 1977 through 2004. Based on the 
theoretical approach of Boudon and Mare’s sequential transition model, we will decompose primary 
and secondary effects to estimate their relative importance at different stages in the educational 
career. The first stage studies the choice of an academic or vocational track when entering secondary 
education. The second stage examines the successful completion of a secondary educational track, 
given that a track has been attended. The third stage considers the transition to a post-secondary 
education academic or vocational track, given that secondary education has been completed. The 
fourth stage focuses on the completion of a track in post-secondary education, given that a track has 
been attended. Furthermore, we will estimate an unconditional model in which we look at social 
background’s total effect on the highest educational level attained. We will systematically compare 
the results for the three different analytical models. 
The related research questions are: 
1. To what extent does the relative importance of primary and secondary effects change in the 
Netherlands during the observation period, 1977–2004? 
2. To what extent does the relative importance of primary and secondary effects change over 
different stages in the educational career? 
3. To what extent are the results dependent on specific methods that were used: 
counterfactual model, linear regression model, and structural equation model? 
Our findings show secondary effects’ diminishing impact at the first transition over time with 
a 4% to 10% decline – depending on the method – but a rather stable and, in some cases, expanding 
impact of secondary effects at the education career’s later stages. As a result, the cumulative share of 
choice-related differences in social background’s effect on educational attainment remains stable 
over time, at least if one examines the last two cohorts. The declining trend of secondary effects at 
the first transition is consistent with modernization theory assumptions, which suggest an overall 
higher demand for education. The linear regression models, however, show that in the last stage, at 
the successful completion of post-secondary education, the relative importance of secondary effects 
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show movement in the opposite direction that rises over time. This suggests that preferences and 
expectations of aspiring higher education at the post-secondary level remain increasingly associated 
with social background. 
Our findings indicate that applying different methods affects primary and secondary effects’ 
relative magnitude: namely, method matters. Secondary effects are assessed to be some 43% of 
social background’s total effect at the first transition and some 55% at the final obtained degree if 
one uses linear regression models or counterfactual models. However, if one uses structural equation 
modeling that allows taking into account measurement error in the performance and the social 
background measures, the secondary effects’ relative importance declines to some 32% at the first 
transition and to some 47% at the final grade completed. In other words, the most commonly used 
methods (the counterfactual model and the linear regression model) overestimate choice-related 
class differentials’ relative weight by some 8% to 11%. Nevertheless, even the structural equation 
model illustrates that preferences and expectations of aspiring higher educational levels remain 
strongly associated with social background. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the 
educational system in the Netherlands. Section 3 discusses the theoretical background and 
formulates hypotheses with regard to the empirical analysis. Section 4 introduces the three statistical 
methods that are used to test the hypotheses and discusses their assumptions and their pros and cons. 
Section 5 describes the data and operationalization of the variables. Section 6 presents the empirical 
findings in detail. The last section summarizes the main results and draws conclusions. 
 
 
2 The Dutch school system 
 
This section provides an overview of the formal school system in the Netherlands. Figure 1 
illustrates the design of the educational system and the regular transitions, aligned with school years 
and age of the students. 
Since the Mammoth Law came into effect in 1968, the secondary education system in the 
Netherlands turned into a more integrated system. It kept the different hierarchical school types, but 
facilitated transitions to secondary education by orientation classes (brugklas), and school 
communities in which different types of secondary education were included. Furthermore, 
nationwide standardized and compulsory skills tests as well as recommendations of the class teacher 
at the end of primary school were introduced to facilitate the decisions for a secondary school type 
(Dronkers 1993:262f.).  
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As shown in Figure 1, compulsory education starts with primary education at the age of four 
and generally ends at the age of 16. Primary education, organized in the so-called “basisschool”, is 
an all-day school and takes eight years, until the age of 12. The subsequent secondary education is 
divided in general education and pre-vocational education. The general education schools consist of 
pre-university education (VWO), higher general secondary (HAVO) and intermediate general 
secondary education (MAVO). The VBO-track provides pre-vocational education. IBO, as the 
lowest category, offers individual pre-vocational education for students with learning problems. 
Only the two higher levels of secondary school prepare for tertiary education; that is HAVO for 
higher vocational education (HBO) and VWO for university education (WO). Both MAVO and 
VBO prepare for upper secondary vocational education (MBO). In general, MAVO aims to prepare 
for the long (3 or 4 years) tracks in MBO, while VBO aims to prepare for the short (1 or 2 years) 
tracks and the apprenticeship training. Each school track after primary education follows a certain 
pathway to the next higher track. Vertical upward transitions to the higher school tracks are allowed 
when appropriate levels beneath them have been completed. Downward transitions to lower tracks 
are possible at any time. 
 
> Figure 1 about here < 
 
3 Theoretical background 
 
In this section, first we provide background information about the theoretical concept and discuss its 
related advantages and issues. Next, we introduce our hypotheses for the empirical analysis. 
Decomposing social background into primary and secondary effects helps determine the ways 
the two effects have an impact on educational choices and attainment. According to Boudon (1974), 
primary effects reflect children’s cognitive and non-cognitive abilities, inherent with family 
background. Secondary effects reflect educational preferences that are chosen in reference to a 
certain social environment and previous cognitive performance. 
Recent studies on child development show that abilities are highly correlated with both the 
family’s genetic background and the child’s environmental conditions. Differences in ability show 
up at early ages and manifest differently across socioeconomic groups (e.g., Carneiro and Heckman 
2003; Gluckman and Hanson 2005; Heckman 2007). Better-educated parents tend to provide more 
intellectual stimulation, which results in more ambitious educational choices and successful 
achievement of their children (Erikson and Goldthorpe 2002; Shavit and Blossfeld 1993). 
Choosing a specific type of educational path, however, is not only dependent on endowments 
but also on preferences, as well as on constraints imposed by a family’s cultural and economic 
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resources. Boudon defines these (class) differences as secondary effects of social stratification; that 
is, how individuals evaluate the costs and benefits of pursuing higher education, including financial 
and social costs and expectations of educational success. Assumptions of cultural capital theory 
(Bourdieu 1973; Bourdieu and Passeron 1964, 1977), cultural reproduction theory (e.g., Collins 
1971), and rational action theory (e.g., Breen and Goldthorpe 1997) all point in the same direction. 
Higher-status families choose more demanding tracks for their children, since they do not want to 
risk social demotion: They want to provide their children with enough opportunities so that their 
offspring might be able to maintain the socioeconomic status they have attained themselves. Cultural 
reproduction theory argues educational certificates thereby serve to both exclude members of lower-
status groups from desirable positions in the occupational structure and keep higher education and 
higher-level job positions as privileges of dominant social groups (cf. Blossfeld and Shavit 
1993:217). Rational action theory suggests the effort higher-status families make is less costly than 
the same would be for lower-status families. Lower-status families, in contrast, must make more 
burdensome sacrifices and therefore must have relatively stronger ambitions when they send their 
children to school for longer periods (Gambetta 1987). Socioeconomic differences thus are driven by 
rational decisions of rational actors at various transitions in the educational career (Breen and 
Goldthorpe 1997). 
With respect to changes over time, modernization theorists argue that, due to industrialized 
societies’ requirements of an educated labor force, the educational qualifications’ importance rises in 
the labor market where educational expansion serves as a tool that responds to these requirements. 
The theory goes that with increasing modernization, socioeconomic differences should diminish and 
educational selection will become more meritocratic (Parsons 1970; Treiman 1970). Indeed, ever 
since enhanced expansion and access to the educational system in the 1960s, educational 
participation of less-privileged groups has improved throughout all Western societies. In countries 
like the Netherlands, the educational system’s restructuring was part of the attempt to mitigate 
ascriptive criteria’s influences in favor of more meritocratic structures. This was conducted by 
introducing nationwide compulsory skills tests, primary school teachers’ school-type 
recommendations, and orientation classes at the transition to secondary education (Dronkers 
1993:262f.). Several studies about the Netherlands (e.g., Bosma, Dronkers, and Hagenaars 1991; De 
Jong 1982; De Jong, Dronkers, and Saris 1982; Dronkers and Bosma 1990) pointed out these 
measures reduced social background’s effect on educational attainment at the transition from 
primary to secondary education. 
Within our conceptual framework, we thus have two different time perspectives. One is the 
perspective within a school cohort looking at an individual’s school career and analyzing to what 
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extent social background’s effect changes at various school transitions. The other perspective is 
between school cohorts where we compare social background’s effects on particular school 
transitions over time. 
Regarding our perspective within a school cohort, we hypothesize primary effects are stronger 
at the first transition (H1), while secondary effects are stronger at the second transition (H2). Current 
theory is not specific enough to allow a hypothesis on the relative weight of primary versus 
secondary effects on the completion of the secondary and post-secondary track. 
Regarding the perspective of changes between cohorts, we follow modernization theory, which 
claims the educational expansion assigned greater weight to meritocratic selection with increasing 
graduation rates in higher secondary education. We therefore hypothesize secondary effects have 
diminished over our observation period for the transition to secondary as well as to post-secondary 
education (H3). We also assume completing these tracks increasingly will be determined by primary 
effects (H4). 
 
4 Analytical strategy 
 
In this section, we introduce the statistical techniques and their implications for the theoretical 
model. The statistical techniques under use are a counterfactual model, a linear regression (ordinary 
least squares or OLS) model, and a structural equation model using LISREL. The first two models 
have often been used in stratification research but have seldom been directly compared, while the 
third model is less often used but in our view, offers important advantages over the other two 
methods. 
All three estimation methods as well as the way they are modeled come with different 
assumptions about the underlying concepts and mechanisms. The main differences relate to the 
concept of IEO, the concept of social background and educational attainment, the use of conditional 
or unconditional models, and the treatment of measurement error. 
 
Absolute or relative IEO? 
As indicated by Mare (1981), the main difference between the logistic response model and the 
linear model is how they view IEO. The logistic response model (and thus the counterfactual model) 
concentrates on socioeconomic background effect, given a certain overall transition probability, 
while the linear model (and the same applies for the structural equation model in our analysis) 
examines the combined effect of these two on IEO. The difference can be expressed that in terms of 
absolute IEO, transition probabilities for lower classes have greatly expanded, while for the few 
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students who have not made this transition, the probability has become more dependent on social 
background. 
 
Continuous or categorical concepts of social background and educational attainment? 
The counterfactual model uses a class approach toward social stratification where the main 
dividing lines are situated between a limited number of rather homogeneous classes, with respect to 
both social background and educational attainment. This is congruent with a view on the Dutch 
educational system as a construct supporting (self-reproducing) social class patterns. 
The OLS and LISREL models basically view social background and educational attainment as 
continuous variables, rather than categorical variables, which is more in line with a social status 
approach. It is congruent with a view on social stratification in which the division of social positions 
can be depicted as a ladder and where acquiring resources, such as education and social capital, 
enables one to ascend that ladder. 
 
Conditional or unconditional models? 
In both the counterfactual model as well as the OLS model, we will use conditional models to 
examine stratification effects at each stage of the educational career. The conditional model implies 
at each stage, the group under analysis becomes smaller, as we look at only those who passed a 
certain transition. This is in accord with a view on education that regards the selection regime as a 
form of contest mobility (Turner 1960), meaning a limited number of transitions exist and at each 
transition, a selection is made between a higher and a lower track. This selection takes place based 
on performance and social background. Once a person is referred to a lower track, (s)he cannot 
return to a higher track. We will also estimate unconditional models in all three analyses by 
examining the highest degree obtained for the whole group. This is more consistent with a view on 
the education system as a permeable strata system providing alternative pathways to higher 
education throughout the school career.1 
 
The treatment of measurement error 
In the OLS and counterfactual models, primary effects are defined by the effect of school 
grades or performance tests on transitions to higher education. Secondary effects are then defined as 
the remaining effect of social background, after controlling for socioeconomic differences in 
                                                 
1 Breen and Jonsson (2000), who analyzed the Swedish educational system, which is comparable with that of the 
Netherlands, suggest different pathways that can be chosen in a parallel educational track system affect the probability of 
making subsequent educational transitions to a great extent (p. 754). In our analysis, we will take into account the 
different educational tracks in the Dutch school system and also systematically distinguish between vocational and 
academic school tracks at the secondary and post-secondary levels. 
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performance. School grades and performance tests, however, measure the “true” skills with 
measurement error. The more noise they produce, the lower the estimated primary effects will be 
and hence the higher the secondary effects will be. The same holds for measuring social background. 
Usually estimated by the parents’ educational level or occupational status, the social background’s 
overall effect on educational attainment is likely to be underestimated in linear and counterfactual 
models.2 We assume that secondary effects in the OLS and counterfactual models are generally 
overestimated. The structural equation model explicitly accounts for this measurement error and 
allows for a more unbiased estimate of the secondary effects of social stratification. 
 
4.1 Counterfactual model 
The counterfactual model has recently been introduced by Erikson (2007) and Jackson et al. (2007) 
to estimate factual and counterfactual transition probabilities to higher secondary education, 
conditional on average school performances across social classes and over time. The model is based 
on the logistic response model and has as an attractive feature directly comparing what would 
happen to the transition probability of a certain status group if they would have the cognitive 
abilities or the preferences of a different group. The counterfactual method has successfully been 
applied in several studies to disentangle preferences and endowments and to measure social class 
differences in educational attainment (Erikson 2007; Jackson et al. 2007; Kloosterman et al. 2009; 
Schindler and Reimer 2010). We adopt the method for the Netherlands to measure the average 
scholastic performance and transition and completion probabilities to academic tracks in secondary 
and post-secondary education for children from three different social class backgrounds. We group 
our social background variable into lower-educated parents (6-10 years of schooling), medium-
educated parents (14 years of schooling), and higher-educated parents (17-19 years of schooling). 
Primary effects of social stratification will be estimated by the mean and the standard deviation of 
the school performance scores, separately for each social class. The school performance scores are 
assumed to be normally distributed. For the transition probability to higher (post-) secondary 
education, we estimate binary logistic regressions measuring the effect of scholastic performance per 
social class. 
To measure the relative importance of primary and secondary effects, we apply the method of 
numerical integration (cf. Jackson et al. 2007). For each social class, we calculate the proportion of 
students’ transition probability to academic tracks in secondary and post-secondary education, given 
their (normally distributed) performance scores per class. The integral is written as 
                                                 
2 This issue of measurement error is seldom explicitly discussed. Jackson et al. (2007), for example, focus on the issue of 
anticipatory decisions (the effect of preferences on the test itself), but leave aside the—probably more important—issue 
of measurement error in the test. 
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where µ indicates the mean of the performance scores and σ the standard deviation; a is the constant 
and b the logit coefficient that indicates the performance of a student of a certain social class. The 
term within the first parenthesis refers to the normalized distribution of the average performance 
score per social class, while the term in the second parenthesis indicates the transition probabilities 
obtained by the logistic regression. The advantage of numerical integration is that the two 
components can be separately calculated for any class transition and therefore enables to carry out 
counterfactual models (cf. Jackson et al. 2007:218f). That means that, ceteris paribus, combinations 
of class-specific performance distributions with performance-specific transition propensities of any 
other social class are possible. To give an example, we can combine the distribution of performance 
scores of children from higher-educated parents with the performance-specific transition probability 
of children from lower-educated parents. 
 
4.2 Linear Regression Model 
Using a linear regression model, we assume a linear relation between social background, test scores, 
and the school track choice or completion. We decompose the effects by estimating the total effect 
of parental background and the secondary effect of social background, controlling for cognitive 
skills.3 The equation for the total effects of social background can be written as 
 
ijiijij PEDY   101       (1) 
 
where i denotes the individual and j the transition to or completion of a certain school track. Y1ij is 
the probability for the transition to, or completion of a certain (post-) secondary educational track, 
respectively. α0ij denotes the constant and β1jPEDi the coefficient for the effect of parents’ education 
at a certain stage (transition/completion) within the school career, while εij denotes the error term. 
The estimation of secondary effects of social background is done in two variants, an unconditional 
estimation of the cumulative secondary effects, and an estimation of direct secondary effects that are 
conditional on the previous tracks that an individual has chosen. Regarding the cumulative 
secondary effects, we write  
 
                                                 
3 See also Buis (2010) for the definition of direct, indirect, and total effects of social background. 
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  ijiiijij PERFPEDY   2102      (2a) 
 
where β2jPERFi denotes performance scores of a student obtained at the end of primary education. 
Regarding direct secondary effects of social background we additionally control for previous 
transitions within the educational career, i.e.  
 
ijijiiijij STRACKPERFPEDY   132103   (2b) 
 
where STRACK denotes the school track at time t-1. By subtracting the estimated coefficients of 
social background either of equation (2a) or (2b) from the estimated coefficient of social background 
of equation (1), we obtain an estimate of the secondary effects. 
 
4.3 Structural equation model 
As indicated above, both the counterfactual and the OLS model simply assess the secondary effects 
as the effects of social background after controlling for cognitive skills. This way of decomposing 
the total social background effect into primary and secondary effects is vulnerable to measurement 
error, especially of cognitive skills. We thus apply a structural equation model with latent variables 
that allows to capture measurement error and to estimate the structural relations between the latent 
variables more accurately. In a first model we treat cognitive skills as a latent variable that is defined 
by the CITO math and language scores measured at age 12 (for a detailed explanation, see data 
section below). The lambda parameter of the math score is fixed to one, while the lambda parameter 
of the language score is kept free. The latent variable cognitive skills is our main interest, since 
estimating performance scores from a relatively short test is most vulnerable to measurement error. 
The latent variable social background is defined by the average of parents’ education, first choice 
secondary education is defined by the first school track students enter at age 12, and final 
educational degree is defined by the overall years of schooling observed per student. In this first 
model, all lambda parameters for the latent variables, except cognitive skills, are fixed to one and the 
measurement error is fixed to zero.  
In a second model we also take measurement error in the latent social background-variable 
into account, as the average of parents’ education is also sensitive to measurement error and thus 
likely to underestimate the total effect of social background on educational attainment. We re-define 
the latent variable social background by single measures for father’s and mother’s education,4 fixing 
                                                 
4 This model could still improve, if we would add parents’ occupational status to the latent variable social background. 
Unfortunately, this information was not available in the data. 
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the lambda parameter of father’s education to one, and keeping the lambda parameter of mother’s 
education free. This new latent variable replaces the former latent variable for social background in 
the first model. 
 
5 Data  
 
The analysis uses panel data of three school cohorts provided by Statistics Netherlands (Centraal 
Bureau voor de Statistiek, CBS). Each cohort is a national representative sample of students at age 
12 who enter secondary education. The three cohorts have the same design. Data has been collected 
in 1977 (N=37,280), 1989 (N=19,524) and 1993 (N=20,331), respectively.5 At the start of the 
cohort, at age 12, information is gathered on performance in language, math and some other personal 
characteristics for all students in the class as well as a large number of background characteristics 
through interviewing the parents. Annual information about subsequent school track choices and 
completion is collected until the end of full-time education for almost all students in the sample.6 
Each cohort is analyzed separately on the basis of comparable information available in all cohorts. 
 
5.1 Dependent variables 
As mentioned above, we want to investigate the influence of primary and secondary effects at four 
different stages during the educational career: at the transition from elementary school to secondary 
education (t1), at the completion of secondary education, given secondary education has been 
entered (t2), at the transition to post-secondary education, given secondary education has been 
completed (t3)7, and at the completion of post-secondary education, given post-secondary education 
has been attended (t4).8 The dependent variables include the choice or completion of school tracks in 
secondary and post-secondary education levels, respectively. In addition, we calculate an 
unconditional model of the highest degree that a student obtained.9 
                                                 
5 For this analysis we leave out the cohort that started in 1982. The sample design and the parental questionnaire of that 
cohort differ too much from the three other cohorts to make them really comparable, especially as we will use different 
statistical methods. 
6 If a pupil drops out of the survey before he or she has finished a (final) grade, we use the last information available 
about the educational choices and attainment. 
7 A student has completed the secondary education level successfully, if he or she passed a final exam and/or proceeded 
to post-secondary education. If a student is observed at a certain track at post-secondary education level but leaves this 
track without a passed exam, he/she will be allocated to the exam passed before at secondary education level. If no exam 
was passed at all or the information is missing, this student will not be taken into account, with regard to the 
unconditional model and the conditional model on completing post-secondary education.   
8 For cohort 1993 information is collected until school year 2003/2004, when students are aged 22. Some respondents 
may not have finished education at higher levels at that time and thus cannot be considered at stage t4.  
9 Based on our school continuation model we only consider students who stay in education. Persons who drop out from 
school after secondary education are not taken up in the subsequent analysis. We assume that this will have a downward 
bias on the estimation of the secondary effects. 
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For the linear regression and structural equation model, we will use a detailed measure of 
these tracks, distinguishing all possible tracks in the Dutch school system. These tracks are coded 
into a specific years of schooling scale (the so-called ‘years of schooling ladder’, cf. Van der Velden 
1991), which measures all educational positions as a function of how many years it will take to reach 
the top of the educational system, i.e. completing university education. The choice of tracks in 
secondary education is assigned the following scores: VWO (9), HAVO (8), MAVO (7), VBO (6), 
and IBO (5). Students who start in orientation classes of mixed school forms are assigned to one of 
these tracks as soon as they change to a single school type. The completion of these tracks is 
assigned the scores: VWO (15), HAVO (13), MAVO (11), VBO (10), and IBO (9). In post-
secondary education the following scores are assigned to the choice of a particular school type: WO 
(15), HBO (13), 3 or 4 years MBO (11), and 1 year or 2 years MBO (10). Completing the tracks in 
postsecondary education is scored as: WO (19), HBO (17), 3 or 4 years MBO (14), and 1 year or 2 
years MBO (12). For the counterfactual model we simply distinguish between academic tracks and 
vocational tracks in secondary and post-secondary education. We combine HAVO and VWO as the 
academic tracks in secondary education and HBO and WO as the academic tracks in post-secondary 
education. All other tracks are labeled as vocational tracks.  
Figures 2a–2c illustrate the transitions in the Dutch school system, divided into vocational 
and academic tracks for each cohort, starting from primary education to entering and completing 
secondary education, until the entry to post-secondary education. The share of transitions to 
vocational and academic tracks in secondary education hardly changed over time. Some 30% of all 
students of each cohort chose a general academic track after primary education. The vast majority of 
them, i.e. more than 90%, also complete an academic track in secondary education. The vocational 
track is chosen by 70% of the students of each cohort and also completed by almost 90% of them. 
Clear changes over time occur at the transition to post-secondary education. Whereas more than half 
of the students with a vocational degree in secondary education enter a vocational track in post-
secondary education, the share of students with a vocational degree in secondary education who 
subsequently follow an academic track in post-secondary education, has increased by ten percentage 
points, from 4% in cohort 1977 to 14% in cohort 1993. Furthermore, students who completed an 
academic track in secondary education have increasingly continued with an academic track in post-
secondary education over time, from 51% in cohort 1977 to 81% in cohort 1993. As a consequence, 
the share of students who – after completing secondary education – do not continue with post-
secondary education has fallen drastically over time. For those who completed a vocational track, 
the share decreased from 48% in the oldest cohort to around 35% in the two younger cohorts. For 
the students who completed an academic track in secondary education the decrease in the share not 
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following post-secondary education is even more impressive, with a steady decline from 35% for the 
1977 cohort to 11% for the 1993 cohort. 
 
> Figures 2a-2c about here < 
 
5.2 Independent variables 
Social background. As a measure for social background, we take the average of the highest 
educational level attained by the parents, again coded in the ‘years of schooling’ scale.10 We 
distinguish parental education into primary education (6 years), lower secondary education (MAVO 
or VBO: 10 years), higher secondary education (VWO, HAVO or MBO: 14 years), lower tertiary 
education (HBO: 17 years) and higher tertiary education (WO: 19 years). Across the cohorts, the 
share of parents with only primary and lower secondary education decreased, while the shares of 
parents with higher secondary education or tertiary education increased (not illustrated).  
 
Cognitive skills/scholastic performance. As an indicator for cognitive skills, we use test scores based 
on standardized compulsory tests in mathematics and language, which are provided by the Dutch 
Central Institute for Test Development, the so-called CITO tests. Usually conducted at the end of 
primary education, the CITO tests estimate the state of knowledge, development and capability level 
of each student, before they enter secondary education. The tests provided in the data are conducted 
about half a year later and differ in the length and the scaling format from the regular CITO tests. 
They are constructed as repeated tests exclusively for the survey. Hustinx et al. (2005) found that the 
test results in the surveys are comparable with those of the original CITO tests and serve as good 
proxies. Anticipatory decisions in terms of affecting the performance level in successive 
examinations are not an issue here, since decisions already have been made on the basis of the 
regular CITO tests at the end of primary education.11 The tests were measured somewhat differently 
over the cohorts; therefore we normalized the scores on a scale from 1 to 100.12 Correlations 
between test scores and social background are between 0.32 (cohort 1977) and 0.37 (cohorts 1989 
and 1993).  
 
                                                 
10 Most studies on primary and secondary effects (e.g., Erikson et al. 2005; Jackson et al. 2007; Schindler and Reimer 
2010) use the occupational status of the parents, but this information is not available in our data. However, De Graaf and 
Ganzeboom (1993) show for the Netherlands that the educational attainment of the father is a better indicator in terms of 
predicting educational success of the offspring and is more resistant to changes over time, than the father’s occupational 
status. 
11 For more information about anticipatory decisions, see Erikson et al. (2005), and Jackson et al. (2007). 
12 Note that we standardize the test scores to make the results comparable across cohorts. In a pooled analysis however, 
this would be an issue, as the ‘wrong’ standardization can have peculiar effects on other parameters. 
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6 Results 
 
For an initial descriptive view on primary and secondary effects, Figures 3a–3f show the 
distributions of scholastic performance and the logistic curves for making the transition to academic 
tracks in (post-) secondary education for each cohort separately. 
 
> Figures 3a–3f about here < 
 
The figures show the performance distribution of students from higher-educated parents is 
always found situated far more to the right; that is, this group on average performs higher on 
performance tests than do the other two groups. Students from lower-educated parents on average 
perform the lowest of all groups, while the children from medium-educated parents fall in-between. 
These differences in primary effects are consistent over the whole observation period. Moreover, the 
distance between the socioeconomic groups has widened over time: The difference in the average 
performance scores between children from higher- and medium-educated parents has increased from 
Cohort 1977 to the youngest cohort. A similar picture can be seen when comparing children from 
higher- and lower-educated parents. The difference in average performance scores between children 
from medium- and lower-educated parents is less evident, but the results indicate primary effects 
increase over time. 
With regard to the logistic curves of Figures 3a–3f, we observe several features about social 
class-specific transition propensities: Given a certain performance level, students from higher- 
educated parents are most likely to continue in academic tracks in secondary and post-secondary 
education over all cohorts, followed at some distance by children from medium- and lower- 
educated parents. Although children from higher-educated parents perform better on average, their 
transition propensity-curve also is located far more to the left, which signals that secondary effects 
already work at the performance distribution’s lower end. The average academic performance 
distribution of children from higher-educated parents remains at a fairly stable level over time, while 
children from lower- and medium-educated parents fared worse over time. 
 
6.1 Primary and secondary effects’ relative importance using counterfactual models 
Table 1a shows the combinations of class-specific performance distributions with performance-
specific transition propensities for the transition to academic tracks in secondary education. Table 1b 
shows the actual and counterfactual combinations for completing an academic track in secondary 
education, given that an academic track has been chosen. Table 1c continues with the combinations 
for the transition to academic tracks in post-secondary education, given that an academic track has 
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been completed, and Table 1d reports the combinations for completing an academic track in post-
secondary education, given that an academic track has been chosen. Table 1e presents the 
combinations for the unconditional model of obtaining an academic degree in post-secondary 
education. 
The tables’ rows refer to each social class’s performance distribution and the columns to 
each social class’s performance-specific transition probability. The diagonal from top left to down-
right in each cohort reports each social class’s observed, actual transitions. For example, in Table 1a, 
14.2% of the children from lower-educated parents of Cohort 1993 advanced to an academic track in 
secondary education, whereas 61.6% of the children from higher-educated parents did so, given the 
average academic performance of their social class. Now, suppose that children from lower-educated 
parents had the same average performance as children from higher-educated parents but kept their 
own group’s performance-specific transition propensities. In that case, the proportion of children 
who would proceed to higher secondary education would rise from 14.2% to 38.4% (down-left 
corner). Conversely, if they kept their performance level but had the same transition propensity as 
children from higher-educated parents, the proportion would rise from 14.2% to 30.0% (upper-right 
corner). 
 
> Tables 1a–1e about here < 
 
These counterfactual combinations give some insight concerning primary and secondary 
effects’ relative importance, according to social background differences. They suggest children from 
lower social classes may catch up to some extent if they exhibit either the average performance or 
the transition propensity of the highest social class, but they never achieve or exceed this group’s 
proportions. 
We further estimate secondary effects’ relative importance in class differentials as proportions 
of log odds ratios; that is, actual log odds of a certain social class i are compared with a 
counterfactual case where either the performance distribution or the transition probability of social 
class i is replaced by that of social class j (see Jackson et al. 2007:220f.). Tables 2a and 2b display 
secondary effects’ relative importance at the transition to academic tracks in secondary and post-
secondary education as a percent of log odds ratios for each cohort. Regarding entering the highest 
tracks at both transitions, Table 2a shows that secondary effects declined over time, from 45% to 
41% at the first transition and from 51% to 45% at the second transition. Note that secondary 
effects’ relative importance is greater for the transition to academic tracks in post-secondary 
education than for the transition to academic tracks in secondary education. 
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At each transition, the larger differences can be found between children from higher- and 
medium-educated parents, and between children from higher- and lower-educated parents, compared 
with differences between children from medium- and lower-educated parents. Secondary effects’ 
total contribution thereby increases a minor amount. For Cohort 1993, it starts with 41% at the 
secondary education entry, rises to 45% at completing secondary education, stays at this level when 
entering post-secondary education, and increases again when completing this level (55%). This 
shows that social background’s effect is cumulative, and there is no possibility for remediation later 
in the career. The only exception is for Cohort 1977, which shows a higher percentage at the point of 
completing the secondary track (54%) than for choosing a post-secondary educational academic 
track (51%). 
Secondary effects’ overall importance, as shown in the unconditional model, is nearly the 
same as in the conditional model for completing post-secondary education. This illustrates there are 
no major alternative pathways in the education system that children from lower-educated parents can 
pursue to remediate or otherwise improve on their earlier educational choices. 
With regard to our hypotheses, the counterfactual model’s findings suggest the following: The 
first hypothesis can be confirmed, as primary effects are more important than secondary effects at 
the first transition to higher secondary education. The second hypothesis, however, is only 
confirmed for the oldest cohort, with secondary effects outweighing primary effects. For the two 
youngest cohorts, however, the primary effects remain dominant, even at this career stage. 
Furthermore, the decrease in secondary effects’ relative importance over time, both at the first 
transition to secondary education and at the transition to post-secondary education, confirm the third 
hypothesis and accord with modernization theory, suggesting that these transitions become more 
meritocratic. In addition, when completing secondary education, we observe secondary effects 
decreasing, which partly confirms Hypothesis 4. However, at the last stage, completing post-
secondary education, as well as in the unconditional model, secondary effects are relatively more 
important than primary effects, with a stable share over time. This finding refutes modernization 
theory’s assumptions and is more in agreement with those of reproduction theory. In line with the 
maximally maintained inequality theory (MMI), a strong form of reproduction theory (Raftery and 
Hout 1993), the results can be interpreted in the following way: Although educational expansion 
improved less-privileged children’s educational opportunities of over time, more-privileged 
children’s demand for higher post-secondary education has not yet been saturated. The overall 
picture shows that average scholastic performance is highly correlated with social background, while 
social background’s direct effects on final educational attainment are stable over time. 
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> Tables 2a and 2b about here < 
 
6.2 Primary and secondary effects’ relative importance using linear regression models (OLS) 
Tables 3a–3d show the results for attending and completing school career stages for the three school 
cohorts. The unstandardized regression coefficients are statistically significant at 1 percent level. 
Each Model 1 in Tables 3a–3d reports social background’s total effect on educational attainment at 
each stage. The coefficients indicate an increasing effect of social background over time. Within a 
school career, social background’s total effects are higher at the completion point than at the entry of 
secondary and post-secondary levels. 
Model 2 in Tables 3a–3d shows the cumulative secondary effects when controlled for school 
performance. At each stage, these effects are rather stable over time. Within a cohort, however, these 
effects almost double over the educational career, from some 0.050 for the transition to secondary 
education to some 0.115 for completing the post-secondary education track. The increase of 
secondary effects at later transitions is flawed, since Model 2 does not control for previous decisions 
on track placement or track completion. Model 3 includes previous tracks and shows direct 
secondary effects at completing secondary education and entering post-secondary education 
decreased, while they increased at completing post-secondary education. In sum, secondary effects 
at the first transition are fairly high and stable over time, but they decrease in magnitude at 
subsequent transitions, mediated by previous school decisions. Model 3’s explanatory power has 
clearly improved by 30 to 40 percentage points, compared with Model 2’s; that is, much of the 
variance is explained by constraints of previous decisions. 
 
> Tables 3a–3e about here < 
 
Table 3e shows the results for the unconditional model. The coefficients are higher in 
magnitude than in the conditional model. However, their direction over time does not differ 
substantially from those of the conditional model. The unconditional model confirms a rather stable 
secondary effects’ impact over time, while the results for the total effect of social stratification 
indicate an increase over time in all models. 
Table 4 shows primary and cumulative secondary effects’ relative importance, according to 
the OLS models. Secondary effects’ relative impact is rather strong at the beginning of secondary 
education but diminishes over time, from 45% to 40%. As a result, the cumulative secondary effects 
at completing the post-secondary education track, both in the conditional and unconditional models, 
also diminish over time, from 62% to 57% and from 59% to 56%, respectively. Throughout the 
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school career, cumulative secondary effects increase over its different stages, by some 16 percentage 
points. This illustrates that even at the school career’s later stages, secondary effects remain 
important and have a cumulative effect outweighing primary effects. 
Similar to the counterfactual model’s results, the OLS models’ findings support both 
Hypotheses 1 and 3: Primary effects are more important at the first transition (H1), and they become 
more important over time at both transitions (H3). In contrast to the counterfactual model, we also 
find clear support for the other two hypotheses. The secondary effects are more important at the 
second transition (H2), while completing each stage becomes more meritocratic over time (H4). 
 
> Table 4 about here < 
 
6.3 Primary and secondary effects’ relative importance using structural equation models (LISREL) 
In a first step, we performed two analyses on the transition and attainment processes, controlling for 
measurement error only in school performance tests. Figure 4a shows the path model with the first 
track in secondary education as the dependent variable, and Figure 4b with the final education 
degree as the dependent variable.13 For illustration purposes, we present the results for the two 
models for Cohort 1993. 
 
> Figures 4a and 4b about here < 
 
All models show an acceptable fit. The root mean square of error approximation (RMSEA) is 
lower than 0.05 for all models, which is an indication of a good model fit (Browne and Cudeck 
1993), while the chi-square is not significant for the models of Cohorts 1989 and 1993. This 
indicates a good fit between data and models.14 The LISREL results obtained for the first transition 
(Figure 4a) indeed reveal clear differences, compared with results obtained using the former 
methods. Primary effects are much more important than secondary effects if one accounts for 
measurement error in the performance tests: 76% of the social background effect is due to 
performance differences, compared with 24%, which is related to differential choices. Over time, the 
                                                 
13 We also performed an additional analysis in which we include both first choice in secondary education and final 
obtained degree, but this does not yield substantially different results. Note that a conditional model over all transitions 
is not applicable here. The high correlations between the educational career’s four stages impair a robust simultaneous 
estimation in LISREL. 
14 The only exception is the chi-square for Cohort 1977, which is significantly different from zero (First choice: chi-
square = 13.19, df = 1, p < 0.01; Final degree: chi-square = 24.70, df = 1, p < 0.01). This indicates the assumption that 
the model of Cohort 1977 is not significantly different from the one in the population does not hold. We have decided 
not to change the model for this cohort, however, as it fits the data of the other two cohorts quite well, and it is 
theoretically sound and straightforward. Moreover, the RMSEA indicates a good model fit. We will exercise caution, 
though, with interpreting results for Cohort1977. 
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relative importance of secondary effects at the first transition has slightly declined from 28% to 24% 
(see Table 5). Even if we omit the results of Cohort 1977, this decrease is clearly visible. 
Figure 4b shows that choice-related differences continue to have an effect. The cumulative 
secondary effects on the final obtained degree amount to 38%. Over time, the relative importance of 
secondary effects on the final obtained degree also seems to decrease, although this holds when we 
compare only the oldest cohort with the two younger cohorts. Bearing in mind the model fit for 
Cohort 1977 is not optimal, we can at least state secondary effects remained stable over the two last 
cohorts. 
 
> Figures 4c and 4d about here < 
 
In a second step, we also control for measurement error in the latent variable social 
background by using both father’s and mother’s educational levels as separate indicators. Figure 4c 
shows the path model for Cohort 1993 when the first transition to secondary education is made, 
while Figure 4d, the path model for Cohort 1993 on the final education degree. Again, we have good 
model fits for all our models of Cohorts 1989 and 1993.15 
The first observation we make when comparing the parameter estimates in Figures 4c and 4d 
with those of Figures 4a and 4b is that social background’s effects clearly increase. The effect on 
cognitive skills increases from 1.95 to 3.26, the effect on first choice increases from 0.03 to 0.06, 
and the effect on final degree increases from 0.12 to 0.24. This means the previous models seriously 
underestimated social background’s total effects—both primary and secondary. 
Compared with Figure 4a, the path model of Figure 4c indicates secondary effects’ relative 
importance is somewhat higher, 27% at the first transition. Secondary effects’ higher relative 
magnitude is also displayed for the other two cohorts at the first transition (see Table 5), while they 
show a more apparent decrease from 37% to 27% over time (or from 31% to 27% if we omit Cohort 
1977). 
Similar to Figure 4b, Figure 4d shows that secondary effects increase again when we 
examine the final educational degree. However, the relative importance of secondary effects exceeds 
that of Figure 4b and amounts to 45%, lower than the estimations of both the counterfactual and 
linear regression models. Regarding changes over time, the findings confirm a decrease when 
Cohort 1977 is taken into account or at least a stable pattern in secondary effects’ relative 
importance when considering only the two younger cohorts (see Table 5). 
                                                 
15 The exception is Cohort 1977, with a chi-square for the first transition of 19.06, df = 3, p < 0.01; and for the final 
degree with a chi-square of 27.76, df = 3, p < 0.01. 
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The LISREL results strongly confirm our first hypothesis, showing that primary effects are 
much more important than secondary effects at the first transition. At the stage of highest 
educational degree attained, while secondary effects’ importance rises, primary effects remain 
relatively more important. Although this is not a direct test of the second hypothesis, it surely does 
not indicate that secondary effects at later stages are strong enough to offset the primary effects at 
the first transition, as they did in the counterfactual and linear regression models. Comparing the 
results over time (see Table 5), we find support for the modernization hypotheses, indicating more 
meritocratic selection for the first transition. For the final educational attainment, results indicate 
more meritocratic selection only if we examine the difference between the oldest and the two 
youngest cohorts. As indicated above, however, the results for Cohort 1977 should be interpreted 
with caution. We therefore conclude the modernization hypothesis is not confirmed for the later 
stages. 
That secondary effects’ importance rises cumulatively at the final educational stage weakens 
modernization theory and the expectation of a clear performance-related process. Secondary effects 
may no longer dominate, after controlling for measurement error, but their relatively high share at 
the last stage indicates parents’ direct impact on educational attainment at least does not decline as 
the child ages. This is in accordance with Boudon’s assumption on economic constraints and related 
preferences and risks.16 
Moreover, the path model in Figure 4d indicates that social background’s “true” effect on 
cognitive skills is substantially higher than estimated in the previous LISREL model, without 
correcting for measurement error in social background. It suggests social background’s overall effect 
is underestimated in linear regression models, and that including father’s and mother’s occupational 
status may yield even stronger social background effects on a child’s educational performance and 
attainment. 
 
6.4 Comparing the findings from the three statistical methods 
Table 5 summarizes the proportions of secondary effects’ relative importance obtained by the 
different statistical methods. If we compare the OLS results with the results from the counterfactual 
model, we find much consistency in the proportions. At the first transition to secondary education 
(t1), the OLS results reproduce the same or similar average values as in the counterfactual analysis. 
In addition, for the unconditional model with the final degree, the results do not differ significantly, 
with a slight exception for Cohort 1977, which shows a higher share of secondary effects in the OLS 
                                                 
16 Boudon (1974) argues that secondary effects have an equal share at each transition. They thus increase cumulatively 
until the last educational stage. 
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model, compared with the counterfactual model. Secondary effects amount to some 55% of social 
background’s total effect if one uses linear regression or counterfactual models. The main difference 
between the two models concerns secondary effects’ importance when entering post-secondary 
education. At this point, the OLS model consistently produces higher estimates than the 
counterfactual model does. 
The largest differences are found—not unexpectedly—between the LISREL model and the 
two other models. The results clearly indicate two conclusions. One is that social background’s 
overall effects are underestimated if one does not properly control for measurement error in the 
social background indicators. The other conclusion is secondary effects’ relative importance is 
overestimated if one does not properly control for measurement error in the tests assessing cognitive 
skills. For the two youngest cohorts, the difference between the counterfactual model and the OLS 
model amounts to about 10 percentage points for both the first transition and the final obtained 
degree. Using structural equation models, secondary effects’ relative importance declines to some 
45%. Furthermore, the decrease over time in secondary effects at the first transition appears to be 
stronger in the structural equation model than in the two other models (10% compared with 5%). 
The findings of all statistical methods show secondary effects’ relative importance at the first 
transition has decreased over time. For the final obtained degree, most of the models display a high 
stability over time, with the exception of Cohort 1977 in the LISREL model, which we should treat 
with some caution. This would mean that although secondary effects have decreased at the first 
transition, the total cumulative effect demonstrates considerable stability over time. This is partly 
caused by secondary effects’ increasing at later stages. The OLS models show in the last stage, at the 
successful completion of post-secondary education, direct secondary effects of social stratification 
exhibiting the opposite trend, and increasing over time. 
 
> Table 5 about here < 
 
7 Conclusion 
 
This paper has examined the relative importance of primary and secondary effects of social 
stratification at different stages during the educational career using data from three school cohorts in 
the Netherlands. An important analytical aspect was the use of three different statistical models to 
test for the findings’ robustness. In the following section, we will divide the discussion of our 
conclusion into two parts—substance and method. 
Substantively, the findings of all our methods show a decreasing impact of secondary effects at 
the first transition over time. At later stages of the educational career, secondary effects’ impact is 
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rather stable and in some cases slightly increases. As a result, the cumulative share of choice-related 
differences in social background’s effect on educational attainment is stable over time, at least if one 
examines the last two cohorts. The decrease in secondary effects at the first transition is consistent 
with modernization theory assumptions, which suggest an overall higher demand for education for 
less-privileged children. However, at later stages, secondary effects increase again; that is, the 
increased enrollment in higher education has not led to a decrease in secondary effects. Moreover, 
these secondary effects are even more important when completing a certain track than when entering 
a track, which offers a compelling argument for distinguishing between these two types. Arguments 
of rational action theory and reproduction theories support this tendency and suggest that reducing 
IEO at later stages in the educational career is difficult to achieve. Educational decisions seem to 
result from individual rational behavior where the utility of education is a function of (previous) 
educational performance and class-specific socioeconomic expectations. Or, as Boudon concludes, 
individuals “behave within decisional fields whose parameters are a function of their position in the 
stratification system” (1974:36). Regarding the overall picture of our findings, we therefore 
contradict modernization theory. Instead, we conclude educational expansion and increased 
meritocratic selection did not (fully) produce one or more declines in the associations among social 
background, cognitive performance, grade progression, and grade completion. 
An important contribution of this paper is offered in its comparing the results using three 
different statistical methods: counterfactual, linear regression, and structural equation models. As 
indicated in Section 4, these models differ in their conception of IEO, social background and 
educational attainment concepts, the use of conditional or unconditional models, and the treatment 
of measurement error. 
Starting with measurement error, our results show both the counterfactual and linear regression 
models are vulnerable to a correct measurement of cognitive skills and social background. On the 
one hand, they underestimate social background’s overall effects, because they do not properly 
control for measurement error in the social background indicators. On the other hand, they 
overestimate secondary effects’ relative importance, because they do not properly control for 
measurement error in the tests assessing cognitive skills. Both the counterfactual and the linear 
regression models seem to indicate primary and secondary effects are almost equal in size, with only 
small fluctuations over time. The structural equation model, in contrast, yields lower and more 
strongly declining secondary effects at the first transition over time. 
The use of these three methods also implicitly reflects a different treatment of concepts and 
mechanisms, both with respect to the concept of IEO, and social background and educational 
attainment concepts. These differences can best be understood by comparing results from the 
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counterfactual and the linear regression models. In practice, however, these two models basically 
produce the same results. This means the linear model does not add much over and above the 
counterfactual model, meaning the latter’s results are appropriate in describing education selection 
processes. On the other hand, neither is it detrimental to use the linear model; to its advantage, it 
yields more detailed information on how post-secondary education selection occurs. 
Finally, using conditional and unconditional models can provide more information concerning 
the educational system’s function and influence. The conditional model is more in line with a view 
on the educational system as a form of contest mobility (Turner 1960). The unconditional model 
considers the educational system more as a permeable strata system providing alternative pathways 
to higher education throughout the school career. Secondary effects’ overall importance in the 
unconditional model resembles secondary effects’ relative importance in the conditional model for 
completing post-secondary education. This illustrates there are no major alternative pathways in the 
educational system that children from lower-educated parents can pursue to remediate or otherwise 
improve on their earlier educational choices. We thus conclude the conditional model better reflects 
the dominant pathways students take, as they proceed through the education system in the 
Netherlands. 
In sum, the most important conclusion is researchers should be aware that both linear 
regression and counterfactual models systematically underestimate social background’s overall 
effect and overestimate choice-related differences’ relative importance and thereby the type and 
potential of certain policy measures. Methods, such as structural equation modeling, which account 
for measurement error, are a necessary tool to reveal biases in the empirical information and to re-
adjust conclusions for policy implications; that is, the structural equation model’s findings relativize, 
to some extent, the size of secondary effects. Nevertheless, they do not contradict counterfactual and 
linear regression models’ findings, with regard to secondary effects’ relative importance later in the 
career. All models show that secondary effects increase at the end of education, relative to the first 
transition. On the one hand, for policy makers, this implies that policy actions implemented to 
decrease social inequality at the first transition were successful. Such endeavors should be continued 
and also extended to the area of performance-related differences at this stage. Early interventions 
can be effective in guiding children from lower social classes toward and onto academic tracks 
and—in the long run—potentially prevent deserving and well-qualified students from enduring 
social deprivation, unemployment, and other distressing social concerns on reaching adulthood. 
On the other hand, unequal educational opportunities reoccur at later stages in the educational 
career. These may not be as life-altering as those experienced at the first transition, but as they are 
cumulative, their significance accrues over time. This suggests preferences and expectations of 
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aspirants to higher educational levels are still strongly associated with social background. As these 
differences primarily refer to choice-related differences, more attention must be paid to combating 
this subtle form of IEO at the start of, and throughout, the post-secondary educational career. 
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Figure 1: The Dutch educational system 
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Figure 2a: Transition and completion rates in secondary and post-secondary education, school cohort 1977 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2b: Transition and completion rates in secondary and post-secondary education, school cohort 1989 
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Figure 2c: Transition and completion rates in secondary and post-secondary education, school cohort 1993 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3a: Academic performance and transition probabilities to academic tracks in secondary education, school 
cohort 1977 
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Figure 3b: Academic performance and transition probabilities to academic tracks in secondary education, school 
cohort 1989 
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Figure 3c: Academic performance and transition probabilities to academic tracks in secondary education, school 
cohort 1993 
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Figure 3d: Academic performance and transition to academic tracks in post-secondary education, school cohort 
1977 
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Figure 3e: Academic performance and transition to academic tracks in post-secondary education, school cohort 
1989 
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Figure 3f: Academic performance and transition to academic tracks in post-secondary education, school cohort 
1993 
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Table 1a: Estimated probabilities of the transition to higher secondary education for actual and counterfactual 
transition rates 
  1977 1989 1993 
Parents' education low medium high low medium high low medium high 
Low 0.180 0.232 0.348 0.131 0.172 0.269 0.142 0.184 0.300 
Medium 0.260 0.324 0.456 0.207 0.264 0.389 0.232 0.291 0.431 
High 0.384 0.460 0.603 0.337 0.412 0.559 0.384 0.460 0.616 
Note: The diagonal cells with italic numbers show the factual transition rates, while the off-diagonal cells show the counterfactual transition rates. 
 
 
Table 1b: Estimated probabilities of completing academic tracks in secondary education for actual and 
counterfactual transition rates 
  1977 1989 1993 
Parents' education low medium high low medium high low medium high 
Low 0.264 0.343 0.498 0.165 0.207 0.341 0.159 0.215 0.350 
Medium 0.348 0.437 0.602 0.247 0.303 0.466 0.250 0.323 0.481 
High 0.387 0.564 0.728 0.376 0.447 0.629 0.399 0.488 0.658 
Note: The diagonal cells with italic numbers show the factual transition rates, while the off-diagonal cells show the counterfactual transition rates. 
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Table 1c: Estimated probabilities of the transition to higher post-secondary education for actual and 
counterfactual transition rates 
  1977 1989 1993 
Parents' education low medium high low medium high low medium high 
Low 0.173 0.224 0.358 0.113 0.145 0.258 0.123 0.163 0.274 
Medium 0.239 0.303 0.457 0.177 0.218 0.369 0.194 0.254 0.395 
High 0.341 0.421 0.589 0.284 0.338 0.527 0.318 0.403 0.572 
Note: The diagonal cells with italic numbers show the factual transition rates, while the off-diagonal cells show the counterfactual transition rates. 
 
 
Table 1d: Estimated probabilities of completing academic tracks in post-secondary education for actual and 
counterfactual transition rates 
  1977 1989 1993 
Parents' education low medium high low medium high low medium high 
Low 0.216 0.277 0.436 0.277 0.338 0.470 0.253 0.325 0.490 
Medium 0.285 0.360 0.533 0.351 0.419 0.576 0.336 0.424 0.602 
High 0.469 0.478 0.656 0.453 0.526 0.702 0.457 0.559 0.739 
Note: The diagonal cells with italic numbers show the factual transition rates, while the off-diagonal cells show the counterfactual transition rates. 
 
 
Table 1e: Estimated probabilities of final academic tracks in post-secondary education: unconditional models 
for actual and counterfactual transition rates 
  1977 1989 1993 
Parents' education low medium high low medium high low medium high 
Low 0.128 0.181 0.311 0.168 0.230 0.376 0.183 0.260 0.440 
Medium 0.177 0.241 0.384 0.231 0.304 0.461 0.256 0.348 0.534 
High 0.253 0.333 0.483 0.327 0.410 0.570 0.368 0.474 0.654 
Note: The diagonal cells with italic numbers show the factual transition rates, while the off-diagonal cells show the counterfactual transition rates. 
 
 
Table 2a: Relative importance of secondary effects, at the transition to academic tracks in secondary and post-secondary 
education (log odds ratios) 
  1977 1989 1993 1977 1989 1993 
  enter higher secondary education  enter higher post-secondary education 
highly educated / low educated 0.46 0.43 0.42 0.53 0.48 0.47 
highly educated / medium educated 0.50 0.47 0.46 0.57 0.56 0.50 
medium educated / low educated 0.34 0.45 0.34 0.44 0.33 0.39 
Average 0.45 0.42 0.41 0.51 0.46 0.45 
 
 
Table 2b: Relative importance of secondary effects, at the completion of academic tracks in secondary and post-
secondary education (log odds ratios) 
  1977 1989 1993 1977 1989 1993 1977 1989 1993 
  
complete higher secondary 
education  
complete higher post-secondary 
education 
final post-secondary education 
(unconditional) 
highly educated / low 
educated 0.55 0.48 0.46 0.57 0.58 0.57 0.55 0.53 0.55 
highly educated / medium 
educated 0.59 0.54 0.50 0.60 0.64 0.60 0.58 0.58 0.59 
medium educated / low 
educated 0.49 0.36 0.39 0.48 0.46 0.48 0.51 0.49 0.51 
Average 0.54 0.46 0.45 0.55 0.56 0.55 0.55 0.53 0.55 
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Table 3a: OLS -Entering secondary education 
 1977 1989 1993 
 (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) 
Parents' education 0.109** 0.049** 0.118** 0.051** 0.129** 0.051** 
CITO test   0.039**  0.034**  0.041** 
Intercept 5.911** 4.379** 5.607** 4.508** 5.437** 4.003** 
Observations 28612 28612 17485 17485 15809 15809 
Adj. R squared 0.152 0.551 0.181 0.541 0.175 0.593 
**   p < 0.01  
Source: CBS; own calculations. 
 
 
Table 3b: OLS - Completing secondary education given secondary education attended 
 1977 1989 1993 
 (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 
Parents' education 0.183** 0.094** 0.033** 0.195** 0.089** 0.019** 0.206** 0.092** 0.022** 
CITO test   0.063** 0.015**  0.057** 0.010**  0.063** 0.010** 
Controlled for school track 
previously attended  no yes  no yes  no yes 
Intercept 9.725** 7.091** 12.918** 9.126** 7.193** 13.576** 8.954** 6.687** 13.411**
Observations 24919 24919 24919 15804 15804 15804 14603 14603 14603 
Adj. R squared 0.137 0.472 0.714 0.166 0.504 0.825 0.168 0.537 0.838 
**   p < 0.01  
Source: CBS; own calculations. 
 
 
Table 3c: OLS – Attending post-secondary education given secondary education completed 
 1977 1989 1993 
 (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 
Parents' education 0.128** 0.078** 0.019** 0.138** 0.074** 0.019** 0.145** 0.076** 0.018** 
CITO test   0.043** 0.004**  0.040** 0.005**  0.044** 0.004** 
Controlled for school track 
previously completed  no yes  no yes  no yes 
Intercept 11.377** 9.295** 14.550** 10.862** 9.285** 14.532** 10.890** 9.075** 14.752**
Observations 14650 14650 14650 11272 11272 11272 9921 9921 9921 
Adj. R squared 0.102 0.336 0.752 0.124 0.370 0.783 0.125 0.393 0.812 
**   p < 0.01  
Source: CBS; own calculations. 
 
 
Table 3d: OLS – Completing post-secondary education given post-secondary education attended 
 1977 1989 1993 
 (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 
Parents' education 0.178** 0.111** 0.021** 0.206** 0.119** 0.039** 0.204** 0.116** 0.039** 
CITO test   0.058** 0.006**  0.054** 0.009**  0.057** 0.012** 
Controlled for school track 
previously attended  no yes  no yes  no yes 
Intercept 13.262** 10.500** 18.042** 12.666** 10.512** 17.455** 12.897** 10.532** 17.244**
Observations 14234 14234 14234 11021 11021 11021 9670 9670 9670 
Adj. R squared 0.109 0.337 0.821 0.125 0.329 0.664 0.124 0.347 0.650 
**   p < 0.01  
Source: CBS; own calculations. 
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Note: All students are considered who entered a secondary education track at age 12 and attained an official degree in their highest educational track 
observable.  
**   p < 0.01 
Source: CBS; own calculations. 
 
 
Table 4: OLS: Relative importance of primary and cumulative secondary effects on educational transitions and completions 
Source: CBS; own calculations. 
 
 
 
Table 3e: OLS - Final education (unconditional model), for those who attained a certificate in higher post-secondary 
education 
  1977 1989 1993 
 (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) 
Parents' education 0.265** 0.156** 0.287** 0.150** 0.308** 0.165** 
CITO test   0.077**  0.073**  0.079** 
Controlled for school track 
previously attended  no  no  no 
Intercept 10.647** 7.425** 10.544** 8.060** 10.332** 7.498** 
Observations 24738 24738 15693 15693 14411 14411 
Adj. R squared 0.131 0.361 0.144 0.369 0.147 0.373 
  1977 1989 1993 
  primary secondary primary secondary primary secondary 
t1: enter second. educ. 55 45 57 43 60 40 
t2: complete second. educ. 49 51 54 46 55 45 
t3: enter post-second. educ. 39 61 46 54 48 52 
t4: complete post-second. educ. 38 62 42 58 43 57 
Final degree, unconditional 
from previous tracks 41 59 48 52 46 54 
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Figure 4a: Structural equation model (with latent variable cognitive skills) on transition to secondary education, 
school cohort 1993 
 
 
 
Primary effects:  1.95*0.05=0.0975  76.5% 
Secondary effects: 0.03    23.5% 
Total effect:  0.0975+0.03=0.1275 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4b: Structural equation model (with latent variable cognitive skills) on final educational degree attained, 
school cohort 1993 
 
 
 
Primary effects:  1.94*0.10=0.1940  62.8% 
Secondary effects: 0.12    38.2% 
Total effect:  0.1940+0.12=0.314 
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Figure 4c: Structural equation model (with latent variable cognitive skills and social background) on transition to 
secondary education, school cohort 1993 
 
 
 
Primary effects:  3.26*0.05=0.1940  73.1% 
Secondary effects: 0.06    26.9% 
Total effect:  0.163+0.06=0.223 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4d: Structural equation model (with latent variable cognitive skills and social background) on final 
educational degree attained, school cohort 1993 
 
 
Primary effects:  3.25*0.09=0.2925  54.9% 
Secondary effects: 0.24    45.1% 
Total effect:  0.2925+0.24=0.5325 
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7.90 
3.26 
0.06 
0.05 
1.00 
0.84 
207.26 
138.11 
0.00 
Chi-Square=2.32, df=3, P-value=0.50784, RMSEA=0.000 
1.00 
Education mother 
1.00 
0.91 
8.07 
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Table 5: Summary of the relative importance of direct and cumulative secondary effects, obtained by different statistical methods, in % 
 1977 1989 1993 
Counterfactual model Direct Cumulative Direct Cumulative Direct Cumulative 
t1: enter secondary education  45  42  41 
t2: complete secondary education  54  46  45 
t3: enter post-secondary education  51  46  45 
t4: complete post-secondary education  55  56  55 
t5: final degree, unconditional transition to higher education  55  53  55 
Linear regression model       
t1: enter secondary education 45 45 43 43 40 40 
t2: complete secondary education 18 51 10 46 11 45 
t3: enter post-secondary education 15 61 14 54 12 52 
t4: complete post-secondary education 12 62 19 58 19 57 
t5: final degree, unconditional transition to higher education  59  55  56 
Structural equation model (latent variable for cognitive skills)      
t1: enter secondary education  28  27  24 
t5: final degree, unconditional transition to higher education  46  38  38 
Structural equation model (latent variables for cognitive skills  
and social background)      
t1: enter secondary education  37  31  27 
t5: final degree, unconditional transition to higher education  52  46  45 
Source: CBS, own calculations. 
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